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Gas prices up for another hike: The GoP is considering another gas price hike (w.e.f Jul’19) by
18-20% by Jun’19 to meet revenue shortfall of SNGP/SSGC. The increase in 20% of feed/fuel gas
price translate into a PkR80/bag impact for FFC. In the event of gas price hike, the Fertilizer players are likely to increase Urea price similar to Oct’18 episode, given the supply demand dynamics remain in favor. To note the ECC has recently approved 100K tons of Urea import, which is
insufficient to create an oversupply situation in the market, in our view. On the contrary, FFC
(followed by other Urea players) has increased Urea price by PkR80/bag in Mar’19 (EPS impact
of 17% for CY19) –however, we have not incorporated the same in our estimates.
Investment Perspective: Within the Fertilizer space, FFC is the best sheltered against macro
headwinds (gas price hike, potential pressure on Urea prices). While its concessionary gas based
competitors (EFERT and FATIMA), are expected to pocket in higher profits in case of a gas price
hike and its complete pass-on, these players also remain under the risk of comparatively higher
earnings erosion in case of proposed GIDC settlement. The scrip trades at a CY19F P/E of 8.06x
and offers a D/Y of 9.8%. Our TP of PkR116/sh implies total return of 23% on last close – Buy.
Find AKD research on Bloomberg, firstcall.com, Reuters Knowledge and ResearchPool
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To note, FFBL has a 45/55% of Urea/DAP in its product mix – while GIDC of PkR300/150/mmbtu
is expected to reduce for the entire feed/fuel gas used by FFBL, only Urea prices are likely to
come down, resulting in positive earnings impact for FFBL. The recurring benefit in form of lower
GIDC could result in better payouts from FFBL, subject to conclusion of FFL transaction. The dividend income from subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures have contributed 15% on average
to FFC’s bottomline over CY17-18.
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GIDC settlement could be a turnaround: Out of the cumulative GIDC arrears of PkR70bn as of
Dec’18, FFC, being the largest Urea player in terms of market share, accounts for the highest
amount of GIDC – PkR42bn. In case of its materialization, FFC is expected to record a one-off
reversal of PkR21bn (EPS impact: PkR11.58 vs. FFC’s CY18 earnings: PkR11.35). On a recurring
basis, the reduction in Urea prices along with the relief in form of 50% GIDC removal is expected
to be Neutral for FFC, but positive for its 49.9% owned subsidiary, FFBL.
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To be or not to be: The GIDC settlement news-flow has lost steam, putting a lid on the price
performance of the non-concessionary gas based Fertilizer players. By way of background, the
government had proposed a 50% waiver on GIDC payable accrued and prospective application.
However, the GoP is likely to demand Fertilizer players to pass on atleast a partial impact in form
of lower Urea prices (up PkR410/bag since Dec’17). Meanwhile, the Fertilizer players, especially
EFERT and FFC, which account for cumulative 80% of total Urea market share, contend that the
current Urea prices do not completely reflect the impact of inflationary pressures over the last
few years, resulting in a deadlock situation.
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Within the Fertilizer space, FFC is the best sheltered against macro headwinds, in our
view. The scrip trades at a CY19F P/E of 8.06x and offers a D/Y of 9.8%. Our TP of PkR116/
sh implies total return of 23% on last close – Buy.
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Meanwhile, GoP plans to increase gas prices by 18-20% w.e.f Jun’19 - the increase in 20%
of feed/fuel gas price translate into a PkR80/bag impact for FFC. We believe the Fertilizer
players will likely pass-on the cost impact, given favorable supply demand dynamics. FFC
has increased Urea prices by PkR80/bag effective Mar’19; however, we have not incorporated the same in our estimates.
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BUY
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FFC is expected to record a one-off reversal of PkR21bn (EPS impact: PkR11.58 vs. FFC’s
CY18 earnings: PkR11.35) in case of GIDC settlement. On a recurring basis, the reduction
in Urea prices following the relief in form of 50% GIDC removal is expected to be Neutral
for FFC, but positive for its 49.9% owned subsidiary, FFBL.
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The GIDC settlement news-flow has lost steam, putting a lid on the price performance of
the non-concessionary gas based Fertilizer players. However, the recent price correction
has opened up valuation upside for one of the safest bets in the Fertilizer space, FFC.
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FFC: The safest bet
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